Volvo Buses. Driving quality of life

Volvo 9500
Creating passenger value

The Volvo 9500 is a good first step into the
Volvo coach range. It’s highly cost-efficient
for medium range travelling and line-haul.
The new and very fuel-efficient Euro 6
engine provides excellent driveability with
reduced fuel consumption. Count on
Volvo-class uptime, reliability and safety for
your investment.

This is the ultimate coach for a
cost-efficient business, offering
passenger value at a fair price.

Driving a cost-efficient

Reliable uptime
The entire Volvo 9500 and
our services are designed to
give you maximum uptime,
with trouble-free maintenance
exactly when needed.

business

Environmental performance
At Volvo Buses we give you
environmental performance
with a business upside. Such
as our new, lighter and efficient
Euro 6 engines.

Productivity for real
The Volvo 9500 combines
true cost-efficiency with
renowned Volvo quality
and safety. A highly
affordable alternative,
with outstanding reliability.

Fuel efficiency and
reduced operational cost
The new Euro 6 engine
in the Volvo 9500 is even
more fuel-efficient than its
predecessors. In addition we
offer a range of services that
reduce fuel consumption
still further.

Satisfied customers
The Volvo 9500 is the ultimate coach
for passengers who value comfort at
a fair price. Whichever way you specify
your Volvo 9500, your passengers will
get more than they expect.

The driver’s choice
Volvo ergonomics in a class
of its own. It’s an efficient
workplace with excellent
driving comfort, helping the
driver stay focused and alert.

Business in partnership
Our promise is to be your best
business partner. We offer a range
of services to maximise uptime,
reduce life cycle cost and facilitate
the management of your fleet.

Renowned Volvo Safety
At Volvo, we always put
safety first. It’s in our genes.
The result is experienced and
appreciated by drivers and
passengers worldwide everyday.

Reduced operational cost

Save 10%
Up
to

Of your fuel cost
Volvo’s new Euro 6 engine range is even more fuel-efficient than its predecessors.
However, fuel economy is not only a matter of engine specifications – it’s also about how
the vehicle is driven and maintained. That’s why we continuously develop services that
reduce fuel consumption. With Driver Training, Fuel Management and optimised maintenance,
fuel-savings of up to 10% are entirely possible. Bottom line profit from day one.

Fuel-saving services
With our Fleet Management you get detailed reports that
allow you to trace the cause of variations in fuel consumption
and take action. For example with Driver Training followed
up by I-Coaching, giving the driver instant feedback which
helps maintain the newly learned driving skills.

More efficient with driver training
With Driver Training you improve the skills
of your drivers and save fuel, and there is huge potential.
Our expert trainers teach drivers worldwide how to drive
more efficiently while at the same time providing the
passengers with a pleasant ride.

Save up to 10% fuel and
reduce emissions even more.

Euro 6 with reduced fuel consumption
With our new extremely fuel-efficient 8-litre Euro 6 engine
we combine reduced consumption with high power output
and torque. Together with our advanced engine management
system and the legendary Volvo I-Shift 12-speed gearbox you
get increased efficiency while cutting your business’s fuel cost.

Reliable uptime

Built to

run
, run
and run
A coach belongs on the road. Reliability is a business cornerstone. And we
know every minute and every mile counts. That is why the entire Volvo 9500 and
our services are designed to give you maximum uptime. Proven Volvo technology
and extremely durable mechanical design ensure reliability and a long service life.
Add services such as an individual service plan, Driver Training and our renowned
workshop efficiency and you can count on what matters: uptime 24/7.

Cost-efficient with Service Contracts
With our Service Contracts you get trouble-free, costefficient maintenance and a high residual value. Add to that
the assurance that only Genuine Volvo Parts are used and
fitted by experts. Aspects such as driving environment,
mileage, chartering or line-haul determine your individual
solution.

Vehicle Management services
Adding our maintenance planning service helps you optimise
vehicle availability and avoid unplanned stops. Through
on-board telematics you know exactly how much and under
what conditions your fleet is running, allowing you to adapt
your maintenance and optimise your operation.

Boost uptime with Driver Training
Driving style not only affects fuel economy and passenger
experience. It is also a crucial factor when it comes to the
overall wear and tear of the coach. With our Driver Training
even your best drivers can enhance their skills. An attentive,
well-trained driver can make all the difference when it comes
to maintaining uptime.

The driver’s coach

The perfect

WORKPLACE
The driver’s environment in the Volvo 9500 is designed for excellent driving
comfort. A spacious workplace with world-class ergonomics, featuring an
easy-to-view instrument panel with new cluster and controls located within
convenient reach, help the driver stay focused and alert.
The Volvo 9500 asks to be driven. A responsive engine in combination
with the Volvo I-Shift transmission provides a unique driving feel. The gearbox
software is optimised for coach touring, as is the rear axle. The result is a
comfortable, quiet and highly efficient day at work.

Superior visibility enhances driving safety.
The Volvo 9500 features large glass panels,
three-section exterior mirrors and reversing
camera.

I-Coaching assists the driver to drive more
safely, fuel efficiently and comfortably. It gives
instant feedback on parameters such as over-revving,
excessive idling, over-speed and harsh curving,
helping the driver improve performance.

The driver’s environment features a low noise level, climate control and a range of personal settings
for enhanced driving comfort. In addition, there is plenty of space for personal belongings.

Satisfied customers

comfort for the

cost-conscious
The Volvo 9500 is highly efficient for medium-range travel or line-haul operation.
This is the ultimate coach for passengers who value comfort at a fair price rather
than a luxury experience. Whichever way you specify your Volvo 9500, your
passengers will get more than they expect.
The airy interior design creates an inviting passenger environment. An entirely
new range of seats featuring renowned Scandinavian ergonomic design offer
enhanced travel comfort. Low interior noise and an efficient automatic climate
control system add to the experience.

Less weight – more loading capacity. The new
seats feature a weight-saving design that not only
helps save fuel, it also allows for increased
passenger capacity or the possibility of carrying
more luggage. This contributes to increased
productivity every single day.

Efficient space. Whatever your passengers want
to bring, you can assure them safe and convenient
storage all the way. Whether it’s personal items to
have close at hand during the journey or the bulky
luggage stored in the luggage compartment, the
Volvo 9500 features all the capacity you need.

New seats for improved comfort. The new range of very comfortable seats features advanced
ergonomic design to ensure all types of passengers, tall or short, enjoy a smooth and pleasant ride.
The seats are available in two different comfort levels and with a variety of design details and
equipment to meet your individual needs.

